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Homogenization of limit loads. When the strength of the constituents of a heterogeneous material is
limited and characterized by a convex domain P (r) (in phase r) where the stress tensor is constrained
to stay, the composite itself has a limited strength characterized by a homogenized strength domain
P hom. This domain is characterized by the dual function of its indicator function, the homogenized
plasticity dissipation Phom = {Σ such that Σ : E ≤ Πhom(E) for all E}, where

πhom(Ė) = Inf
u = Ė.x+ u∗

〈π(ε(u))〉, π(x, e) = Sup
σ ∈ P (x)

σ : e, (1)

where u is a velocity field, u∗ is its fluctuation around the affine field Ė.x subjected to appropriate
boundary conditions (for instance u∗ has to be periodic when the medium is periodic), ε is the
symmetric gradient of u. An important feature of π (also shared by πhom) is that it is homogeneous
of degree 1 in e and non differentiable at the origin. Several computational methods have been
developed along the years to solve the variational problem (1), either by direct methods or by solving
an associated elasto-plastic problem, and they are now well established (Michel et al [1]).
Homogenization of effective toughness of elastic brittle materials. In a recent work Schneider
[2] proposed a variational definition of the effective toughness of heterogeneous materials made
from individual constituents with toughness γ(x) based on available mathematical homogenization
results, leading to the following homogenized surface energy beginequation

γhom(ν) = Inf
u = u∗ + ν.x

〈γ(x) |∇u|〉. (2)

Again the function to be minimized is positively homogeneous of degree 1. The similarity between
the problems (1) and (2) can be exploited from a computational standpoint and the above mentioned
standard techniques for limit loads may be applied to (2). It also open the way to the application of
nonlinear homogenization techniques ([3]) to derive bounds on effective energy potentials. Finally
the paper discusses the relations between this effective surface energy (2) and the effective toughness
of the composite.
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